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Abstract — Surface and Subsurface Geochemical Monitoring of an EOR-CO$_2$ Field: Buracica, Brazil — This paper presents a surface and subsurface geochemical survey of the Buracica EOR-CO$_2$ field onshore Brazil. We adopted a methodology coupling the stable isotopes of carbon with noble gases to investigate the adequacy of geochemical monitoring to track deep fluid leakage at the surface. Three campaigns of CO$_2$ flux and concentration in soils were performed to understand the CO$_2$ variability across the field. The distribution of CO$_2$ soil contents between 0.8 and 14% is in great part controlled by the properties of the soil, with a first-order topographic dependency. These results, together with a $\delta^{13}$C$_{CO_2}$ between –15 and –23‰, suggest that the bulk of the soil CO$_2$ flux is biological. The gas injected and produced at numerous wells across the field showed a great spatial and somewhat temporal heterogeneity with respect to molecular, $\delta^{13}$C$_{CO_2}$ and noble gas compositions. This heterogeneity is a consequence of the EOR-induced sweeping of the petroleum fluids by the injected CO$_2$, producing a heterogeneous mixing controlled by the production scheme and the distribution in reservoir permeability.

In light of the $\delta^{13}$C$_{CO_2}$ found in the reservoir, the stable isotopic composition of carbon was insufficient to track CO$_2$ leaks at the surface. We demonstrate how noble gases may be powerful leak discriminators, even for CO$_2$ abundances in soils in the bottom range of the biological baseline (~1%). The results presented in this study show the potential of geochemical monitoring techniques, involving stable isotopes and noble gases at the reservoir and soil levels, for tracing CO$_2$ in CCS projects.
INTRODUCTION

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) projects in geological depleted petroleum fields or deep saline aquifers [1-4] have been envisaged as solutions to mitigate increasing atmospheric CO$_2$. The enhanced recovery of oil (EOR) based on the injection of CO$_2$ is an expanding technology that offers the advantage of limiting CO$_2$ emissions in addition to an increased oil production. Furthermore, it provides the opportunity to study the migration of CO$_2$ in an oil-producing field and to develop site surveillance methodologies as a part of the CCS technology. The storing of acid gases in underground structures, aquifers or depleted reservoirs would involve field operators to guarantee the containment of the gas and public safety at the surface and subsurface levels above storage sites.

In this study, the investigation of an on-shore EOR-CO$_2$ field was motivated by the opportunity it provided to have a shallow (~500 m) hydrocarbon depleted petroleum field as a CO$_2$-storage analogue case study. The Buracica field, in Brazil, was chosen by Petrobras to jointly monitor the surface and subsurface of the oil production area, during a period of one year and a half. The field has undergone an enhanced hydrocarbon tertiary process since the mid-1990s, after most hydrocarbons were extracted by conventional production means [5-6]. The CO$_2$ is transported by a surface pipeline network, from a fertiliser plant located in the state of Bahia.

This paper will present a series of geochemical surveys at the reservoir level and at the surface, and the technical aspects developed, with the objective of delivering a robust geochemical monitoring methodology, adapted to geological gas storage.

Historically, petroleum system studies have inherited a wide use of gas geochemistry to understand the fate of organic matter, during the diagenetic geochemical steps involving hydrocarbon generation and expulsion from the source rocks to their migration in trapping structures. More specifically, a major problem resides in the use of the stable isotopic composition carbon to identify the origin of CO$_2$, since it may be fractionated by many organic and inorganic reactions while having various potential sources in the crust. Indeed, carbon dioxide is present in the atmosphere, produced and used by all life forms, generated by organic matter decay, and produced from rock diagenesis and metamorphism, and may also degas from the Earth’s mantle. The combined approach of carbon isotopes and noble gases has proven to be effective in the tracking of these different origins and processes [7-10]. In our methodology for CO$_2$-storage monitoring, we used a similar approach.

The approach is based on the use of inert tracers, the noble gases, which are always found as trace elements in natural fluids, including CO$_2$. Whereas major gas compounds, and especially CO$_2$, may be affected by different bio-chemical processes, the noble gases will only be affected by physical processes (mixing, solubility and diffusive effects). The noble gases will carry the information tied to the processes of fluid migration only, which is the primary concern in the monitoring of CO$_2$ geological storage sites. The decoupling of the evolution of reactive species and the noble gas during the life of a fluid-rock system is at the centre of the geochemical monitoring methodology presented in this paper. Although fairly well used in the case of natural gas occurrences, this tracing technique has not yet been thoroughly tested on industrial gas storage sites [11-18].

The first objective of the work was to determine the long-term impact of the CO$_2$ injection at the surface (a few metres) by establishing a repeated survey through the regional mapping of the CO$_2$ content in soils. The second was to investigate the heterogeneity of the reservoir gas chemistry after a prolonged injection of CO$_2$. The main challenge in this study resided in developing tools allowing for the discrimination of biogenic and anthropogenic CO$_2$ at the soil level.

1 AREA OF STUDY

The Recôncavo Basin is located in the state of Bahia in North-Eastern Brazil, about 85 km from the city of Salvador (Fig. 1). It is part of a rift formed between the Late Jurassic era and the Early Cretaceous. The Buracica geological structure, like most neighbouring oil discoveries in this particular geological province, is associated with pre-rift traps that formed by faulted blocks which were set in direct lateral contact with the source rocks of the Candeia Fm [19-20]. The field occupies an area of about 7 km$^2$ enclosed in a rectangle measuring about 2 × 4 km (Fig. 2). The exploration of the basin started in the 1930s and hydrocarbon reserves were economically viable from the 1950s to the 1970s. The petroleum system in Buracica resulted from short migration distances of generated hydrocarbons between the source rocks to reservoirs with organic matter-rich cap rocks acting as both regional seals and secondary reservoirs. The main producing reservoirs are positioned in the Sergi-C Formation, and divided into 14 production zones. Sergi-C units predominantly constitute eolic and fluvial facies and are isolated from other reservoirs by a shaly sand barrier. In the Main Block, there is an average dip angle of 6 degrees and units have an average thickness of 9 metres. The reservoirs have an average porosity of about 22% and an average initial water saturation of about 24% with permeability ranging from 150 to 900 millidarcies. Permeability and porosity in the reservoirs have been affected by different diagenetic processes. Two main diagenetic sequences occurred depending on the origin of the sandstones, pre-rift (fluvial/eolian types) or syn-rift (lacustrine deposits). A general decreasing trend of porosity is observed with increasing depth. Reservoir temperature is on average 44°C, oil gravity averages 35° API and the oil viscosity ranges from 2 to 10 centipoises for the usual range
of pressure in reservoir conditions. Measured in relation to the sea level, the depth of the original oil/water contact is \(-525\) metres, and the highest portion of the reservoir has a depth of \(-305\) metres (Fig. 2).

An immiscible \(\text{CO}_2\) flooding project was implemented in 1991 in the Sergi-C reservoir (also known as Sergi-1) of the Main Block, allowing an increase in the oil recovery factor from 9.9 to 29.4\%. The additional recovery factor is about
Figure 2
Map and cross-section of the Buracica field. Circled labels 1, 2 and 3 in the cross-section correspond to the implantation of CO₂ injector, water injector and oil producer wells, respectively. The map represents the three production blocks of the Buracica field, with in the background the contour lines of the depth of the top of the Sergi Fm and the main faults structuring the reservoir. The main block (green on the map) is where the CO₂ injection and the geochemical survey were performed (adapted from [23]).
9.5% of OOIP; i.e., it was expected to recover more than 4.4% of the oil over the pre-injection production [5]. The injection of CO$_2$ was operated by seven aligned wells located in the northern border of the main hydrocarbon-producing block, where the reservoir is the shallowest (Fig. 2). This allowed the reservoirs to maintain a gas cap. Seven water injection wells were implemented at the gas-oil contact in order to limit the breakthrough of the injected gas and to improve the efficiency of the injection [6]. The entire studied area is delimited by a system of structural regional faults to the North and to the East (Mata Catu fault). Major faults are depicted on the contour level maps of the Sergi fm. (Fig. 2, 3).

2 SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

2.1 Surface Gas Monitoring and Sampling

A surface baseline is a key feature in a geochemical monitoring programme. It is a prerequisite for the assessment of the natural variability of CO$_2$ in soils in terms of content and isotopic signatures. The soil CO$_2$ content at the surface was compiled from three monitoring surveys at different periods of the year, August 2008, March 2009 and October 2009. The geochemical surveys #1 and #2 took place during a period of injection of CO$_2$ gas in reservoirs for enhanced oil recovery. The last survey was performed after the CO$_2$ injection had ceased and during a phase of N$_2$ injection.

An initial regular grid with thirty surface soil points distanced by approximately 500 metres was deployed over the northern central main block (Fig. 3). Thirty soil sites were sampled in the first two monitoring campaigns, and that number doubled in the last monitoring survey in October 2009 because of the availability of more analytical equipment. Additional points were chosen near the east of the field and in the northern block, beyond the main production block. In the latter, the goal was to check the CO$_2$ content above reservoirs where no CO$_2$ was ever injected.

2.2 Reservoir Gas Sampling

The subsurface reservoirs were sampled during every field survey for:
- the CO$_2$ source prior to injection at a satellite station and at two injector wells, and;
- hydrocarbon producing wells in the Sergi C and less commonly in the Agua Grande geological formations.

Two additional wells were sampled in October 2009 in the northern block in order to have a record of the natural reservoir composition there, as the area is unaffected by EOR-CO$_2$ injection. Figure 3 shows the location of the wells sampled.

The gas sampling was performed directly at the well heads. Because not all wells were producing at the time of sampling, a flushing time was allowed for the well to release the accumulated fluids, which might have been affected by contaminating processes. Before sampling, a portable CO$_2$, H$_2$S and hydrocarbon gas analyser was placed in the flow of the purged well in order to follow the stabilisation of the gas composition and to ensure a sufficient purge of the well. After stabilisation, a sampling line was connected to an oil/gas/water separator and pressure regulators to fill the stainless steel gas tubes with a limited amount of liquids, and to ensure a low gas pressure of 2 bar.

2.3 Analytical Procedures

2.3.1 Flux Measurements

The flux of CO$_2$ emanating at the surface was measured using a West System flux chamber with a LICOR LI-820 carbon dioxide detector. The chamber allows a gas flux to accumulate in a fixed and constant volume, where CO$_2$ (possibly including CH$_4$ or H$_2$S) abundances are monitored during a user-defined time span (typically here 300 seconds). The slope of the abundance versus time trend gives the average flux during this time span. At each soil monitoring point, two to four flux measurements were made over several metres apart in order to define a representative average of the local flux, as much as possible, independent of small-scale soil heterogeneities. Additional flux measurements were made just above the 1-m-deep holes used for direct soil gas sampling in order to estimate the effects of the hole on the degassing of CO$_2$.

2.3.2 Direct Measurement of Soil Gases

For field analyses, the soil gas is pumped through a stainless steel probe inserted in the ground at a depth of 1 metre. The sampling head of the probe is connected to a 1/8th-inch tubing, itself connected to an instrument for analysis. The soil gas compositions of CO$_2$, O$_2$, N$_2$, CH$_4$, and traces of C$_2$H$_6$ and hydrocarbons were determined by a VARIAN micro-gas chromatograph CP4900. Alternately, a GA2000+, an Orion+ and a metrex portable instrument were used to quantify CO$_2$, methane and oxygen in the soil gas.

Soil gases were sampled in glass Vacutainers® or stainless steel tubes and brought back to the laboratory for carbon isotopic and noble gas analyses (see appendix for details of the analytical procedures). The procedure to collect soil gas samples was as follows: a sample is taken from the top of the soil gas, and then the sample is sealed in a Vacutainer. A gas probe is inserted into the soil at one metre depth. The soil gas is admitted to the sampling probe through the sampling loop and the gas probe by pressure difference, and is left to equilibrate from the tube to the soil for 5 minutes.
Figure 3
Location of the survey soil points a) and wells b) superimposed on the structural maps of the top of the Sergi Fm.
During the last field survey, two points showing the highest CO$_2$ contents were investigated in depth by drilling holes down to 5 metres below the surface. A sampler isolated by a packer was developed in order to collect gas in deeper soil horizons with minimum atmospheric air contamination from the borehole itself. Immediately after digging one metre of soil, the packer was introduced and inflated in order to let the soil gas equilibrate with the sampler, after which the soil gas was sampled and analysed at the surface. This operation was repeated five times down to 5 metres.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Surface Monitoring

3.1.1 Surface Monitoring Data

Flux measurements were performed only in the first and second surveys. The first period of monitoring was characterised by an average CO$_2$ flux of 0.37 moles/m$^2$/day with an overall standard deviation of 0.45 moles/m$^2$/day. Minimal and maximal values were 0.07 and 2.1 moles/m$^2$/day, respectively. The second period was characterised by an average CO$_2$ flux of 0.20 moles/m$^2$/day with an overall standard deviation of 0.21 moles/m$^2$/day. Minimal and maximal values are 0.07 and 0.48 moles/m$^2$/day, respectively. A 25-metre flux measurement grid was also made around the highest enriched soil site where a high CO$_2$ measurement grid was also made around the highest enriched 42 in the last survey show a consistent increase in CO$_2$ contents from 0.8 to 13.5%.

The CO$_2$ content in soils is summarised for the three monitoring surveys in Figure 4. Soils showed a wide range of CO$_2$ concentrations as expected because of natural heterogeneities. The CO$_2$ content varied between 0.8 and 14% in the first survey (August 2008), with a majority of points between 4-9%. During the second survey (March 2009), the CO$_2$ concentrations were on average lower, with values fluctuating between 0.9 and 6.2%. In the third monitoring period (October 2009), soil gases showed CO$_2$ contents from 0.8 to 8%.

The additional measurements of soil CO$_2$ at points 3 and 42 in the last survey show a consistent increase in CO$_2$ contents with depth down to ~5 metres, with up to 20 and 9.8% at each point, respectively (Tab. 1).

3.1.2 Surface Monitoring Discussion

A strong spatial and temporal variability in the CO$_2$ concentration in soils was witnessed above the Buracica field (Fig. 3). The CO$_2$ content in soils plotted against the altitude of the measurement point shows a rough reverse correlation (Fig. 5), which is repeated for each survey, although with a variable amplitude. The Buracica area can be described as rolling hills with meadows at altitudes of 150 metres and hills culminating at 220 metres (Fig. 6). Although not measured in this survey, the organic matter and clay content in soils is known to be inversely correlated with altitude in rather uniform soil-substratum lithological contexts [21-22]. A high abundance both in organic matter and in clay is a factor favouring the biological activity. In such soils, the nutrients necessary for the growth of plants and the organic matter required for soil respiration are available and enriched, compared with organic-poor sandy soils, for example. This systematic correlated distribution of soil nature and CO$_2$ contents indicates that the first-order CO$_2$ origin and variability is tied to biology within the soil, and can be interpreted to be representative of the natural background. Two points (02 and 03) seemed to be outside the general rule, as they were characterised by consistently high CO$_2$ contents at a topographical high in each survey.

The carbon isotopes were evaluated on only a handful of soil gas samples (Tab. 1). The CO$_2$ carbon isotopic $^{13}C/^{12}C$ data from selected soils with variable CO$_2$ content obtained during the various monitoring surveys show the CO$_2$ gas in soils to have relatively heterogeneous carbon isotope ratios ranging between -15 and -24%. This range of carbon isotopic ratios is fully consistent with a biological soil origin, although not exclusively [23].

The soil CO$_2$ fluxes are not correlated with the CO$_2$ contents in the soil, unless plotting the average values for each survey (Fig. 7). No correlation could be made in order to justify the observed distribution of flux data. Whereas the amount of CO$_2$ in soils seems correlated with parameters governed by the topography, we suggest that the fluxes are related to the physical characteristics of the soil. Indeed, the upwelling flux of the CO$_2$ produced in situ will depend on the permeability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil point</th>
<th>Altitude</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>% CO$_2$</th>
<th>$\delta^{13}C$ (‰)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-02</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>-14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-02</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>-19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-02</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-02</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT3</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>-22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT3</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>-24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-09</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>-21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-09</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-30</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>-15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-34</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT-42</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>-18.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and tortuosity of the soil, which are tied to the texture and water saturation of the soil [24-25]. However, given the lack of constraints on meteorological and petrophysical variables as well as the water saturation, it is impossible at the moment to interpret flux data.

### 3.2 Subsurface Reservoir Monitoring

#### 3.2.1 Composition and Carbon Stable Isotopes

The CO$_2$ injected from the satellite station through the CO$_2$ injector wells 36 and 54 of the Buracica main block was sampled for each survey (Fig. 3). The proportion of CO$_2$ is above 98% and nitrogen, methane and traces of hydrogen make up the rest of the gas composition (Tab. 2). It is difficult to differentiate the injected CO$_2$ in wells 36 and 54 from relative composition and isotopic data. The carbon isotopic ratios for the injected CO$_2$ range from $-30.9$ to $-32.6\%$e.

![Figure 4](image1.png)

CO$_2$ content contour lines in soils above the Main Buracica block in, from left to right, August 2008, March 2009 and October 2009.

![Figure 5](image2.png)

Distribution of the soil CO$_2$ concentrations with altitude for the three surveys.
and little difference was observed between the satellite station and the injector wells throughout the different surveys.

Reservoir gases issued from the Sergi and Agua Grande fm. are dominated by CO$_2$, generally at a proportion greater than 99%.

### TABLE 2
Composition and carbon isotope data of CO$_2$ source and CO$_2$ injector wells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring survey</th>
<th>Source or CO$_2$ injector</th>
<th>CO$_2$ % Composition</th>
<th>$\delta^{13}$C$_{CO_2}$ Isotopes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Satellite CO$_2$</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>-32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Satellite CO$_2$</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>-30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Satellite CO$_2$</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>-31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 54 CO$_2$ injector</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>-32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 54 CO$_2$ injector</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>-33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 36 CO$_2$ injector</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>-32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 36 CO$_2$ injector</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>-31.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6
Location of several soil points of interest in the topographic contour lines above the Buracica field. Soil points 3 and 42 were targeted for further investigations given their high CO$_2$ concentrations (Fig. 4).

Figure 7
Distribution of soil data in a CO$_2$ flux versus CO$_2$ concentration diagram.
than 80% \( (\text{Tab. 3}) \). All reservoirs show traces of C1-C4 hydrocarbons in varying proportions. Nitrogen is also present in the reservoir gas. However, the CO\(_2\) content was found to be less than 20% at four wells: wells (5, 7, 8 and 10) in the main producing block and two wells in the northern block (12 and 13). Well 7 is unusual, as it was sampled initially in the Sergi fm. and was analysed with 89.6% CO\(_2\) \( (\text{Tab. 3}) \). Well 7 then contained 23.6% CO\(_2\) co-mingled with the Agua Grande fm. and the gas from well 7 has a δ\(^{13}\)C value of \(-15.4\)‰ (3.4% of CO\(_2\)) and δ\(^{13}\)C of \(-8.4\)‰ in well 13 (20% of CO\(_2\)).

### 3.2.2 Noble Gases

The injected CO\(_2\) (CO\(_2\)) shows a slightly variable noble gas composition from one survey to another \( (\text{Tab. 4}) \). The average composition of Helium (He) is 0.4 ± 0.5 ppm, Neon (Ne) is 0.17 ± 0.17 ppm, Argon (Ar) is 224 ± 87 ppm and Krypton (Kr) is 0.79 ± 0.23 ppm. The isotopic composition of Ar displays an average \(^{36}\)Ar/\(^{37}\)Ar ratio of 350 ± 10, while He has \(^{3}\)He/\(^{4}\)He ratios of \(7.8 \times 10^{-8} \pm 3.7 \times 10^{-8}\). This composition is highly exotic compared with other natural fluid reservoirs of the Earth’s system such as the air, the crust, or the mantle. The gas collected at the producing wells was highly heterogeneous in composition, with noble gas heterogeneities roughly following that of the hydrocarbon/CO\(_2\) distribution \( (\text{Tab. 3}) \). Gases containing a major proportion of CO\(_2\) (higher than 80%) have noble gas compositions very comparable

### TABLE 3

Subsurface gas composition and carbon isotopes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring survey</th>
<th>Well</th>
<th>Geological formation</th>
<th>%C1</th>
<th>%C2</th>
<th>%C3</th>
<th>%C(_4)</th>
<th>%CO(_2)</th>
<th>%N(_2)*</th>
<th>δ(^{13})C C1</th>
<th>δ(^{13})C C2</th>
<th>δ(^{13})C C3</th>
<th>δ(^{13})C C(_4)</th>
<th>δ(^{13})C CO(_2)</th>
<th>Reservoir data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 1</td>
<td>SG I-III</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>-45.2</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>-33.2</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 1</td>
<td>SG I-III</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>-45.7</td>
<td>-27.6</td>
<td>-28.8</td>
<td>-26.7</td>
<td>-33.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 1</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>-49.1</td>
<td>-32.3</td>
<td>-28.2</td>
<td>-28.1</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
<td>-34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 2</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>-51.1</td>
<td>-31.9</td>
<td>-27.4</td>
<td>-28.8</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>-33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 2</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>-51.8</td>
<td>-32.3</td>
<td>-27.7</td>
<td>-29.3</td>
<td>-26.5</td>
<td>-33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 2</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>-52.0</td>
<td>-32.0</td>
<td>-28.6</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>-26.8</td>
<td>-35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 3</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>-46.4</td>
<td>-30.4</td>
<td>-26.9</td>
<td>-28.6</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
<td>-31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 3</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>-47.0</td>
<td>-32.3</td>
<td>-27.7</td>
<td>-29.0</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 3</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>-47.0</td>
<td>-32.6</td>
<td>-28.1</td>
<td>-28.9</td>
<td>-26.7</td>
<td>-34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 4</td>
<td>SG I-III</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>-46.9</td>
<td>-31.7</td>
<td>-27.6</td>
<td>-28.8</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
<td>-33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 4</td>
<td>SG I-III</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>-51.4</td>
<td>-32.3</td>
<td>-28.2</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>-26.8</td>
<td>-32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 5</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>-48.8</td>
<td>-32.2</td>
<td>-27.5</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>-26.5</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 5</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>-52.2</td>
<td>-32.1</td>
<td>-27.5</td>
<td>-28.9</td>
<td>-26.5</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 5</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>-50.9</td>
<td>-32.6</td>
<td>-28.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-26.7</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 1</td>
<td>Well 6</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>-50.2</td>
<td>-28.3</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>-26.7</td>
<td>-25.5</td>
<td>-31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 7</td>
<td>AG-SG I-III</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>-50.8</td>
<td>-31.8</td>
<td>-27.5</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 7</td>
<td>AG-SG I-III</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>-52.4</td>
<td>-31.9</td>
<td>-27.9</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>-24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 2</td>
<td>Well 8</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>-59.9</td>
<td>-32.4</td>
<td>-27.8</td>
<td>-27.4</td>
<td>-26.2</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 9</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>-35.2</td>
<td>-30.8</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>-27.8</td>
<td>-36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 10 CI-SG I-III</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>-52.5</td>
<td>-32.8</td>
<td>-28.3</td>
<td>-29.0</td>
<td>-26.8</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 11</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>-40.4</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>-28.5</td>
<td>-29.6</td>
<td>-27.0</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 12 north</td>
<td>SG I</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>-59.6</td>
<td>-32.1</td>
<td>-27.4</td>
<td>-28.8</td>
<td>-26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey 3</td>
<td>Well 13 north</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>-58.8</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
<td>-28.4</td>
<td>-28.4</td>
<td>-27.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* N\(_2\) separate from air.

\( BSW \) HC H\(_2\)O m\(^3\)/day

\( BSW \) HC H\(_2\)O m\(^3\)/day
widespread in the main block (Tab. 3; Fig. 9), well below the upper water injection front. In the end, only a few wells are spared from the migration of the injected gas, which probably correspond to small compartmentalised blocks within the main block (e.g., well 5). The very high (>80%) to intermediate (20-80%) abundances of CO$_2$ in the produced gas indicate that an extensive sweeping of the hydrocarbons has already occurred due to the 17 years of CO$_2$ injection, and that the fluids remaining from the original petroleum field are extremely depleted. It remains unclear if in the present EOR scheme, the CO$_2$ reaches the production wells directly as a gas phase, or if it is solubilised in the formation and injected water, which in term reaches the production wells through advective transport in the reservoir. The small decrease in Ne with decreasing CO$_2$ contents (Fig. 8) tends to indicate that the CO$_2$ and the injected noble gases travel in a solubilised form from the gas cap to the production wells, reflecting the high solubility difference between Ne

### Table 4

| Survey 1 | Well 54 CO$_2$ inj | 1.21 0.09 0.455 0.420 117.0 14.6 0.909 0.108 336.8 15.6 7.55E-07 2.27E-07 |
| Well 36 CO$_2$ inj | 1.14 0.08 0.396 0.036 112.0 14.0 0.966 0.115 337.6 15.6 8.07E-07 4.25E-08 |
| Well 1 | 1.81 0.13 0.085 0.009 166.2 20.7 1.101 0.131 373.3 15.7 4.87E-07 1.41E-08 |
| Well 2 | 2.09 0.52 0.061 0.022 168.2 30.0 1.514 0.190 367.1 22.0 1.18E-07 5.75E-09 |
| Well 5 | 42.80 10.00 0.706 0.123 344.8 61.5 0.068 0.012 305.0 21.9 1.94E-07 9.96E-09 |
| Survey 2 | Source | 0.01 0.00 0.018 0.006 295.5 14.5 0.790 0.055 363.0 1.1 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 54 CO$_2$ inj | 0.09 0.01 0.075 0.007 230.0 11.2 0.400 0.030 351.0 0.9 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 36 CO$_2$ inj | 0.06 0.01 0.097 0.010 282.5 14.5 0.554 0.038 340.0 0.8 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 5 | 60.10 5.10 0.753 0.072 940.4 46.3 0.204 0.014 306.1 0.9 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 2 | 0.83 0.07 0.019 0.005 87.2 4.3 0.900 0.060 355.4 0.9 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 3 | 12.30 1.04 0.034 0.044 413.0 21.0 0.860 0.060 334.2 0.9 n.a. n.a. |
| Survey 3 | Well 54 CO$_2$ inj | 0.17 0.02 0.067 0.010 202.6 11.8 1.065 0.069 359.3 3.1 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 3 | 17.93 1.49 0.081 0.024 402.3 24.9 1.143 0.120 373.2 3.5 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 2 | 0.58 0.05 0.028 0.008 130.3 8.1 1.421 0.149 326.2 3.0 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 7 | 166.68 13.85 0.216 0.064 361.7 22.4 0.363 0.038 372.0 3.5 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 10 | 496.28 44.74 0.615 0.096 1151.6 67.2 0.101 0.007 329.3 2.9 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 12 | 4.28 0.38 1.230 0.173 905.2 52.8 0.092 0.006 300.9 2.6 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 11 | 0.92 0.08 0.056 0.009 170.4 9.9 1.043 0.068 378.4 3.3 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 4 | 14.00 1.16 0.276 0.082 293.5 18.2 1.243 0.131 384.9 3.6 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 1 | 1.85 0.36 0.045 0.022 158.3 9.8 1.421 0.149 320.6 3.0 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 13 | 11.00 1.33 17.210 3.303 9753.3 577.7 0.729 0.051 295.7 2.6 n.a. n.a. |
| Well 5 | 27.56 3.20 0.554 0.109 468.6 27.8 0.074 0.005 292.6 2.5 n.a. n.a. |

with that of the CO$_2$ (Fig. 8). Produced gases with a dominant hydrocarbon proportion are characterised by noble gas compositions more typical of natural petroleum systems, with high He (from 10 to 500 ppm) and low Kr content (down to 0.07 ppm), while sharing Ne and Ar contents close to that of the CO$_2$. The isotopic composition of Ar is characterised by $^{40}$Ar/$^{36}$Ar ratios down to 300 (Tab. 4). The He isotopic composition measured for several samples of the first survey displays a $^{3}$He/$^{4}$He of $1.2 \times 10^{-7} \pm 0.05 \times 10^{-7}$.

#### 3.2.3 Reservoir Monitoring Discussion

The EOR process is aimed at maintaining a pressurised gas cap at the top of the main reservoir block through the injection of CO$_2$, with water injection immediately below, which will act as an impermeable barrier creating a piston effect on the oil zone [5-6]. Given the fact that Buracica produces over 90% of water, the produced water is also re-injected at the bottom of the reservoir. As seen in our data, the CO$_2$ breakthrough is widespread in the main block (Tab. 3; Fig. 9), well below the upper water injection front. In the end, only a few wells are spared from the migration of the injected gas, which probably correspond to small compartmentalised blocks within the main block (e.g., well 5). The very high (>80%) to intermediate (20-80%) abundances of CO$_2$ in the produced gas indicate that an extensive sweeping of the hydrocarbons has already occurred due to the 17 years of CO$_2$ injection, and that the fluids remaining from the original petroleum field are extremely depleted. It remains unclear if in the present EOR scheme, the CO$_2$ reaches the production wells directly as a gas phase, or if it is solubilised in the formation and injected water, which in turn reaches the production wells through advective transport in the reservoir. The small decrease in Ne with decreasing CO$_2$ contents (Fig. 8) tends to indicate that the CO$_2$ and the injected noble gases travel in a solubilised form from the gas cap to the production wells, reflecting the high solubility difference between Ne.
and CO₂. However, the long period of injection renders such a reasoning complex to apply without a robust flow simulation of the reservoir, and tracking of the noble gas signature of the injected gas throughout the 17 years of injection.

The main conclusion that we can draw from this reservoir survey is that the fluids in the main block are very heterogeneous in composition with respect to CO₂. The heterogeneity is controlled by the flow path of the CO₂, which produces various mixing ratios between the injected CO₂ and the petroleum reservoir gas (Fig. 8, 9). The main concern regarding the surveillance of the field is the gas cap, because it has the greatest potential to leak to the surface. One may not, however, reject the possibility that fluids below the gas cap may leak, and their compositions should therefore be known at all times during any surveillance.

Now, addressing the issue of gas leak tracing, we would like to focus on the carbon isotopic composition of the CO₂ in the reservoir fluids. When plotting the CO₂ content versus the carbon isotopic composition of the CO₂ carbon for reservoir gases, we can see how heterogeneous a leaking fluid may be (Fig. 8). Comparing this heterogeneity with the composition in soils, one can see the overlapping of the distributions of both reservoir and soil gases (Fig. 8) at low (<10%) CO₂ content. This implies that the carbon isotopic composition of the CO₂ itself will remain ambiguous for a leak identification at the soil level. Even considering that leaks would be preferentially from the gas cap, which shows a comfortable isotopic difference with soils, one cannot distinguish unambiguously a small contribution of injected CO₂ within biogenic CO₂ in soil gas, given the high background soil CO₂ levels (Fig. 4). When looking at noble gases, we can choose from the set of elements which will give the most discriminating criteria between reservoir and soil (Fig. 9). In Buracica, the injected CO₂ is characterised by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5</th>
<th>End-member compositions used for the mixing curves calculated in Figures 8, 10 and 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ (%)</td>
<td>Injected gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-C4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^4He (ppm)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^40Ar</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^84Kr</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ¹³C (%e)_{hyd}</td>
<td>-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a high Kr content and a low Ar content compared with the air (Fig. 9; Tab. 4). This Kr content is also much higher than that found in the hydrocarbon-rich reservoir fluids. The He/Kr and the Ar/Kr ratios are therefore good \textit{a priori} discriminators of deep \textit{versus} surface fluids (Fig. 10, 11).

### 3.3 A Tentative Methodology for Gas Storage Site Surveillance

In order for a valid identification of a deep fluid leakage at the surface to be performed, the conditions of application and the detection limit of any method should be determined. Ideally, a complete monitoring strategy should gather a sufficient number of methodologies to cover all possible leak scenarios. In this geochemical case study, we would like to emphasise the complementary use of noble gases and carbon isotopes with respect to leak identification at the soil level.

#### 3.3.1 Carbon Isotopes of CO\textsubscript{2}

Figure 9 represents all analysed data from soils and wells at the Buracica field in a CO\textsubscript{2} versus \(\delta^{13}\text{C}\) graph. We calculated the range of compositions in a ternary mixing system of:
- the injected CO\textsubscript{2};
- the heavy biogenic soil CO\textsubscript{2} (CO\textsubscript{2b}), and;
- the atmosphere (air), which contains all but two (the heaviest) soil data points from \(-1\) m down to \(-5\) m.

This means that all of the soil gas samples analysed may be interpreted as a mixing of air + CO\textsubscript{2i} + CO\textsubscript{2b}, in various proportions, with air contributions in the range 80-99 vol.\%.
The CO$_2$ could either be 100% biogenic with contributions of heavy (–17‰) and light (–30‰) in situ soil CO$_2$ fluxes, or a mixture of heavy CO$_2$ with a minimum of 50% CO$_2_i$. However, carbon isotopes alone may not distinguish any of these mixing scenarios. Furthermore, the mixing of the petroleum reservoir gas with the CO$_2$ may produce compositions identical to those found in soils.

### 3.3.2 Noble Gases

In order to discriminate among various CO$_2$ end-members, we used the ratios of Ar/Kr and He/Kr in similar graphs versus the percentage of CO$_2$. In the Ar/Kr graph (Fig. 10), no overlapping occurs between the mixing of the petroleum gas with the injected CO$_2$ and the background soil gas (air). Furthermore, the mixing of the biogenic CO$_2$ with the injected CO$_2$ defines independent compositional trends. In the He/Kr graph (Fig. 11), the discrimination of a CO$_2$ reservoir fluid from a biogenic soil CO$_2$ is difficult because of the overlapping of the air noble gas ratio value with the possible mixing between the petroleum reservoir gas and the injected CO$_2$. However, a leak from the CO$_2$-depleted parts of the reservoir (e.g., petroleum gas) would be easily resolved from the background soil gas compositions with the He/Kr ratio (Fig. 11).

### 3.3.3 Practical Application

In an attempt to test the potential of the coupling of noble gases with carbon isotopes, we investigated two soil points where high CO$_2$ concentrations were found at –1 metre, one at a topographical low (42), and one at a topographical
high (03) as described earlier (Fig. 6). These points are representative of:

- an apparently normal enrichment with respect to topography (point 42), and;
- an abnormal enrichment with respect to topography (point 03).

At a depth of –5 m, the increase in the CO₂ composition up to 9.8 and 20.5% at these two points, respectively, were favourable for an application of our methodology. The compositions of the noble gases and of δ^{13}C were determined for the –1 m and for the –5 m samples at these two boreholes. There is a clear ambiguity regarding the origin of the CO₂ in these samples only looking at δ^{13}C (Fig. 8). In the He/Kr diagram (Fig. 11), neither is it possible to distinguish the subsurface from the surface CO₂ contributions in the sampled soil gas. On the contrary, the Ar/Kr ratio (Fig. 10) makes it clear that the CO₂ may not be related to a gas leakage from the reservoir to the surface, since the data points are well aligned along the air value, clearly away from the CO₂/air mixing line. Taking the analytical uncertainty of the noble gas analysis into account (Tab. 4), we can discriminate any CO₂ from the reservoir in the soil if it represents more than 8% of the soil gas budget. Reducing this uncertainty would drastically improve the detection limit of this method (practically to below 1% CO₂ in soils).

We suggest for point 03, in light of our results, that:

- a biological CO₂ accumulation, and/or;
- a locally enhanced biological productivity;
was induced by either:

- a decrease in permeability due to a horizontal high water saturation in the soil (we indeed observed a one-centimetre
layer of water-saturated soil when drilling the borehole at –2 m) preventing biogenic CO$_2$ from escaping, or,

- the increased availability of nutrients in this densely developed northern part of the main block (high density of injecting and producing wells). At point 42, the enrichment is found in a topographical low, near a stream, where the bio-geochemical setting is more prone to high soil CO$_2$ contents.

3.3.4 Applicability of the Method

The methodology presented above needs to be put in the perspective of the various leak scenarios that may be encountered at a geological gas storage site. Such a method may be applied straightforwardly using mixing diagrams, only in the case of a relatively rapid leak of the reservoir fluids to the surface. Indeed, the approach in this paper is simplistic and may not take into account various processes of fluid transport; including diffusion, phase partitioning and fluid-rock interactions, which may all be associated with different leaking pathways. A more realistic and robust application of this method would require the use of flow simulation models from the reservoir to the surface, with a sensitivity analysis of the various parameters that may affect the composition of the fluids throughout migration. However, this first attempt shows how valuable and pertinent the coupling of noble gases with stable isotopes and noble gases is likely to solve many of the challenges imposed by geological gas storage surveillance, such as reservoir fluid heterogeneities, CO$_2$ baseline fluctuations and multiplicity of leaking pathways. We suggest further investigation of the coupling of natural geochemical tracers, such as stable isotopes and noble gases, in order to provide the industry with a robust and systematic geochemical monitoring technology. A promising way to do so would be to transpose such tracers into full-scale reservoir simulation models, comparing them with case studies of pilot CCS and EOR projects.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The geochemical case study of the EOR-CO$_2$ Buracica field has unravelled many areas of technical challenge with respect to the surveillance of geological storage sites. The *in situ* analysis of CO$_2$ contents in soil has revealed some systematic distribution with topography. The distribution of CO$_2$ fluxes above the field turned out to be very challenging to interpret without complementary meteorological and petrophysical data. It seems likely that the bulk of the CO$_2$ found in soils results from *in situ* biological activity in light of its distribution and of its isotopic composition.

At the oil reservoir level, fluids are very heterogeneous in their molecular, isotopic and noble gas compositions. This heterogeneity is a consequence of the EOR-induced sweeping of the petroleum fluids by the injected CO$_2$, producing a heterogeneous mixing controlled by:

- the production scheme, and;
- the reservoir permeability distribution. The overlapping of the possible CO$_2$ *versus* δ$^{13}$C compositions of the reservoir fluids with the soil gas showed that the isotopic composition of carbon may not be a sufficient tracer of deep fluid leakage at the surface. However, ratios of noble gas isotopes such as $^{40}$Ar/$^{83}$Kr were found to be useful discriminators among the injected gas, the reservoir gas and the atmosphere. With high-precision analytical instruments, leaks would be efficiently identified when producing at least 1% CO$_2$ in soils at –1 m ge.

A monitoring methodology based on carbon isotopes and noble gases is likely to solve many of the challenges imposed by geological gas storage surveillance, such as reservoir fluid heterogeneities, CO$_2$ baseline fluctuations and multiplicity of leaking pathways. We suggest further investigation of the coupling of natural geochemical tracers, such as stable isotopes and noble gases, in order to provide the industry with a robust and systematic geochemical monitoring technology. A promising way to do so would be to transpose such tracers into full-scale reservoir simulation models, comparing them with case studies of pilot CCS and EOR projects.
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APPENDIX

High-Resolution Gas Analyses in the Laboratory
A high-resolution gas chromatograph was used to charac-
terise and quantify hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon gases
collected in glass. The chromatograph, a Varian 3800, is
equipped with multiple packed columns, two molecular
sieves and a Porapack-N with two TCD and a FID with
helium as carrier gas for hydrocarbons C1-C5, CO₂, N₂ and
O₂ and nitrogen as a second carrier car for He and H₂ quan-
tification. The precision of the relative content of a gas
composition is ±0.1%. The analysis time is 30 minutes.

Stable Carbon Isotopes
The carbon isotope compositions of the sampled CO₂ were
analysed from glass Vacutainer® and stainless steel tubes.
The ¹³C/¹²C ratios were measured for C1-C5 hydrocarbons
and CO₂ with a MAT Finnigan 253 GC-C-IRMS. The GC
operates with a CP-Porabond-Q 25 m × 0.32 mm OD column
and helium as carrier gas (gas flow 1.2 mL/min). A gas
aliquot is taken through an automated loop sampling (20 µL)
in the injector which is heated at 150°C. A split ratio of 135
is applied and enters the column for compound separation,
followed by a complete oxidation in a ceramic furnace
containing copper oxide, nickel and platinum at 940°C. The
CO₂ then proceeds online into the IRMS and carbon isotopic
ratios are measured as ratios in delta units with variations
expressed in per mil relative to the international PDB standard
(Pee Dee Belemnite). Standard deviation and uncertainty in
the measurement for the δ¹³C for CO₂ is ± 0.3 per mil.

Noble Gas Analyses
The noble gas elementary compositions and the isotopic ratio
⁴⁰Ar/³⁶Ar were determined by a quadrupole mass spectrom-
ter (QUADRAR) after treatment of the gas sample through
an ultra-high vacuum preparation line. Only samples in stain-
less steel tubes were analysed in order to guarantee a negligi-
able air noble gas contamination after sampling. The
QUADRAR line is able to determine the compositions of He, Ne, ⁴⁰Ar, ³⁶Ar and Kr. Prior to the analysis, the ultra-high
vacuum line is evacuated to 10⁻⁹ mbar by three turbomolecu-
lar pumps. The inlet part that connects to the sample tube is
evacuated under primary vacuum (< 5 × 10⁻³ mbar). An
aliquot of the sample is admitted inside a volume of about
10 cm³ where its pressure is adjusted and precisely measured
by a thermostated capacitance manometer (MKS Baratron®).
A 1.2 cm³ aliquot is then taken out of that volume at a pres-
sure adjusted between 0.1 and 100 mbar (depending on the
expected Ar composition). The purification of this aliquot is
performed under the action of two titanium foam traps for 30
min. The hot titanium oven is cooled down to ambient tem-
perature and then a precise fraction of the purified gas is
admitted into a portion of the line equipped with two acti-
vated coal traps and a getter (SAES Getters) GP50 SS707
operating at 3 V. One of the cold traps is maintained at liquid
nitrogen temperature (−198°C) in order to trap the heavy
gases, Ar and Kr, while He and Ne are analysed by the mass
spectrometer before they are evacuated. Then the tempera-
ture of the trap is raised to ambient temperature for Ar and Kr
to be desorbed and enter the spectrometer for analysis. The
mass spectrometer is a Prisma quadrupole QMA/QME2100
(Pfeiffer Vacuum) with an open ion source. The analyser
allows measurements of compounds with a m/z ratio (mass
over charge) from 1 to 100 a.m.u. (atomic mass unit). The
mass spectrometer is equipped with two detectors, a Faraday
cup and an electron multiplier (SEM), that can be used alter-
nately. The SEM provides a gain of 10000 compared with the
Faraday cup and therefore allows the detection of very small
quantities of gas. For each sample, the response of the
spectrometer is calibrated by performing systematic analyses
of a purified air dose (Calibrated Dose) for which the quanti-
ties of He, Ne, Ar and Kr as well as the ⁴⁰Ar/³⁶Ar ratio are
controlled weekly by an air standard analysis. The ⁴⁰Ar/³⁶Ar
isotopic ratio is calibrated regularly by the tuning of the
source. The isobaric interferences of ⁴⁰Ar⁺⁺ and ²⁰Ne⁺⁺ are
corrected by a calibration made on the background noise and
controlled by the measurements of the ²⁰Ne/²²Ne and
²⁰Ne/²ⁱNe ratios. Interference of CO₂ on mass 44 with ²²Ne
is always negligible. A blank for the entire line is measured
every week and does not exceed 1 ± 2% of the signal of a
Calibrated Dose (DC). The mean blank is subtracted to the
signal of the sample and its standard deviation is integrated to
the uncertainty of the sample analysis. The control over the
introduction pressure of the sample allows a very low detect-
ion limit, implying no limitation when analysing natural
samples. Global relative uncertainty (at 1σ) for quantification
of noble gases with this method is: He: ± 10%; Ne: ± 20%;
Ar: ± 5%; Kr: ± 8%, and for quantification of the ratio
⁴⁰Ar/³⁶Ar ± 1%.

Helium isotopic ratios and contents were determined by the
means of a high-resolution magnetic sector mass spectrometer
Micromass 5400. Prior to analysis, the gases are purified and
separated in a line under ultra-high vacuum as described for
QUADRAR. Thus, helium is introduced into the mass spec-
trometer under an optimal partial pressure, allowing very
accurate and sensitive quantification. The mass spectrometer
is equipped with a modified Nier-type electron impact source
(Bright). A permanent magnet in the ionisation zone allows a
better yield for the source. The latter is adjusted in order to
obtain an optimal signal for helium. The GV 5400 comprises
a Faraday cup and an electron multiplier (Balzers SEM 217).
These collectors are used alternately for the ³He/⁴He ratio
analysis. The most abundant isotope (³He) is measured on the
Faraday cup, whereas ²³He is measured by the electron multi-
plier. A resolution of 600 is obtained on the electron multi-
plier and is also necessary and sufficient for a good separa-
tion of ²³He from the HD background in the high-vacuum line.
Twenty successive measurements are performed for each iso-
tope. A statistical regression is done in order to determine the
intensity of the signal at the time of gas introduction into the
source. Calibration of the mass spectrometer is similar to that
described earlier for QUADRAR. The blank is measured
every week and represents 0.1% of the helium signal in the
sample or the standard. The overall uncertainty on the quan-
tification of ³He is ± 4%. For the ³He/²³He ratio it is ± 2%.